
NordicTour

Route and technology 



NordicTour

A long tour of the arterial network in 
the Nordic Countries including the 
capitals in each country.

●120 hours of driving

●6000 kilometres

●3 border crossing while driving
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Readiness for automation
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Positioning Communication Human machine-readable infrastructure



Equipment 
Infrastructure: lane marking 
and speed signs – State of the 
art in vehicle systems

Cellular network: 

● Invehicle modem

●Next generation modem 
equivalent

●Tablet

●Industrial modem

GNSS receiver with full debug 
output – consumer grade
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NordicTour part one and two

NordicTour part one was during best possible conditions, autumn fresh asphalt and 
lane markings. Part one had a quick transit of Sweden, big difference in data collected 
in Sweden compared to Norway and Finland.

Part two was to be more spring and winter conditions, but had to be adjusted due to 
Covid-19.  But managed to balance data collection between Norway, Sweden and 
Finland. Denmark is smaller, hence it will not have the same potential to generate 
data.

We managed to capture enough data for our analysis!
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Road and lane closure in the Nordics

A connected drive through Denmark, Sweden, Finland and 
Norway



“Allways” connected

The vehicle accessed a map that had all the messages on the interchanges (pre-
federation).  All safety related traffic information was available from the four countries 
on the phone in the vehicle. 
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Ghost and missing roadworks

●A ghost road work is one that exist in the digital world, but there is no trace of it in the 
real world.

●Missing roadworks exist in the real world but do not exist in the digital world.

Some of the ghost roadworks in Denmark were due to faulty filtering on our side. But 
most probably not all

In Norway major roadworks 10Km + where missing

It is quite clear that the interchange and delivery of messages works, but one needs to 
take great care when filtering, but there is also the issue with how correct the data on 
when the roadworks are in effect. We have seen issues in all countries. NRA’s have a 
job to due!
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Weather in Finland
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RDS TMC Message – in Finnish ??????

Please excuse us Volvo for taking 
the car for a swim, the road 
should probably have been 
closed



Important findings

The interchange concept seems to work quite well, but there are 
some other lessons



GNSS
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We are one world and some GNSS systems have other 
purposes than civilian. US military operations made it 
a bit harder to detect GNSS interference in Finland.

Change in transmission power from GPS satellites  
during operations in Syria. This shift in transmission 
power was confirmed by the Norwegian Mapping 
authority measurement stations and the Norwegian 
Space Center. 

It shows that location services are subject to global 
affairs and care should be taken in that respect. What 
guarantee doe we have that selected availability will 
not be turned on again ?



GNSS issues with entering and exiting tunnels
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Tunnel Northern 
Norway

Tunnel East of 
Helsinki

On average not bad for consumer grade GPS, but this is only the internal error estimate. 
The real absolute error will be a challenge without correction data.



GPS jamming fact or fiction ?
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Maximal interreference when passing the cabin of the truck

GPS jammers exist in the wild, in additions we have suspect data in Kilpisjärvi, Mo i Rana and Trondheim. 

C-ITS services are susceptible to GNSS interference – need for cooperation with experts in the field.



Cellular coverage

There is a significant difference between user equipment inside the vehicle and 
outside the vehicle. This is reasonable and expected. 

But there are difference related to the equipment used – the cellular network seem to 
be quite complex and differenct user equipment seems to be supported differently.

There also seems to be some priority schemes to related to roaming and different 
types of subscriptions / sim cards.

From at NRA perspective more transparency would be nice…
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Roaming
with industrial modem
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Quite surprising, there is plenty of 4G in Sweden and 
Finland – but very seldom used by our modem?

NRA’s should be aware of simcard/subscription  
priorities. There is something here that we need to look 
into. 

On the other side some equipment may linger to long 
on 4G connections giving unstable data connections.

Norway har issues 
with tunnels – old 2G 
equipment



Technology in % of time
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Percent of time using different technologies

Country LTE UMTS HSDPA HSPA+ HSPA EDGE GPRS

Norway 96% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 2%

Sweden 75% 0% 1% 24% 0% 0% 0%

Finland 17% 1% 0% 81% 0% 0% 0%

Denmark 86% 8% 0% 0% 2% 0% 4%



RSRP LTE – worst case invehicle location
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Border crossing
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Border crossing still has some issues, there is typically a loss of reception before 
reestablishing connection. But same equipment may behave differently, two 
Samsung S9 phones behaved quite differently – seems a bit random or linked to 
activity?



Infrastructure readability
NRA’s have some work to do!
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Infrastructure readability
NRA’s have some work to do!

In Trondheim vehicles 
need to learn that traffic 
regulations are open for 
interpretation…

You hare stuck here untill
the road work is over or 
face a fine of €420 

An automated future will 
probably require road 
operators to stay closer to 
the standards then they 
obviously are used to…



Other observations

● 35 cars where stranded on the side of the road (not including obvious parking), none 
of there were available on the National access point data sent to the NordicWay
interchange. Is this intentional or is it a lack of data on the NRA’s side?

●There is a need for NRA’s to look at processes, automation requires coherence 
between the digital and physical world. This could be an extra use case for C-ITS 
with cellular connection.

●Analysis takes time, extreme amounts of data (200Gb), we are on the final stretch of 
analysis now.
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